
MAY news from 
inchicore

May was a whirlwind of discovery at Hope! We explored the fascinating world of
zoos, learned to love and care for our cuddly pets, unravelled the mysteries of
weather patterns, and even delved into the exciting world of bugs and insects. To
celebrate spring's arrival, we enjoyed a delightful May Day picnic, soaking up the
sunshine and making memories with friends. It was a month filled with unforgettable
learning and fun!



lilies-wobblers room

The little Lilies discovered various themes and skills throughout May. The month started
with learning about zoo animals, followed by pets and weather over the next weeks. Finally,
the Lilies dived into the interesting world of bugs and insects as the last learning theme of
the month! Additionally, they baked mouth-watering cookies and practiced various fine
motor skills such as cutting, gluing, and more!



lotus- toddlers room

The Lotus Room was a world of wonder in May! Little artists explored zoos with
colourful pictures and playful animal friends. They even painted portraits of
clucking chickens and learned their unique sounds. Sunshine sparked creativity
as they coloured pictures, and flashcards helped them understand the ever-
changing weather. May ended with a flurry of fluttering hands transformed into
butterflies and buzzing bees, igniting a love for all things buggy!



rosebuds-ECCE room

May was a month of exploration and celebration in the Rosebuds Room! Our young
learners delved into themes like "Our Zoo," "Pets," "Weather," and "Bugs and Insects."
We kicked off with a joyful May Day celebration on May 1st, followed by a special
celebration for our beloved teacher’s birthday on May 3rd. The children enjoyed learning
about zoo animals, creating adorable giraffes, and discovering safari animals and sea
creatures. Our pets-themed activities included walking our class pet, exploring slimy pets,
playing with jelly, and learning about veterinarians. With the sunny weather, we focused
on recognizing different weather conditions and conducted fascinating cloud
experiments, sparking curiosity and wonder. May was truly an unforgettable month of
hands-on learning and joyful celebrations in the Rosebuds Room.



The Orchid room was a hive of activity this May! The young learners tackled the
number 13 through a fun, hands-on game using sticks and a creatively shaped

number structure, making learning exciting. Their exploration extended beyond
numbers as they delved into the importance of the sun, crafting their own suns and

pasting informative facts about our solar powerhouse. Sensory skills blossomed with
trinomial cubes and taste bottles, while P.E. time offered a refreshing break with

water games and free play. To top it off, the Orchids unleashed their creativity with a
colorful handprint art activity. Stay tuned to see what exciting adventures await the

Orchid room next month!

orchids- afterschool room



bluebells- sweetpeas-
daffodils asd rooms

We had a fantastic learning experience in school during the month of May! Our
adventure started with the zoo, animals we often find in the zoo and what they look
like, we also delved into the world of pets, their names, the sounds they make and

what they like to eat. May was largely a sunny month, we learnt about the weather and
what makes them special. Bugs and insects also were not left out in lessons this

month.



greetings and celebrations
corner

HAPPY BIRTHDAY PJ, NANCY, ELAF AND
MATTY!

Hip, hip, hooray! It's time to celebrate  PJ, Nancy.
Matty and Elaf‘s special day. Wishing them

endless smiles, laughter, and all the toys they
desire.



greetings and celebrations
corner

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TEACHER BELFIN!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TEACHER EDWINA!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
TEACHER KRISTINA!

Happiest birthdays to our dear teachers!
We wish all of them a happy, joyful and

healthy year ahead!


